
The Art of Cold Wax Painting with Lisa Mann 

Materials List 

1. Arches oil paper- 1 pad 16x20 
2. COLD WAX medium - Gamblin - 16 oz. jar  
3. Gamsol (to thin paint) - this is an odorless, mineral spirit that is The Standard for studio safety (no 

turpentine please!) 
4. Printmaking Brayer (at least one- 2 are helpful) 4” SOFT rubber brayer (not the hard one) 

speedball is a good brand 
5. Citrasolv cleaning agent 
6. Palette knives  (1 or 2) trowel blade type-not flat but offset- choose a few different sizes 
7. Plastic bowl scraper, Squeegee or wide blade Color Shaper tool (pieces of cardboard or 

matboard also work) 
8. Brushes – just a few: old splayed or stiff ones are fine 
9. 1 box of Latex, vinyl gloves  
10. Roll of industrial paper towel 
11. Palette: 12×16 or larger, glass palette is best, but palette paper works too 
12. Apron (this is messy) 
13. Blue painters tape  
14. Tissue paper 
15. Roll of construction paper 
16. Roll of wax paper 
17. OIL PAINTS:  A dozen or more of your favorite paints in small tubes- to include transparent, 

opaque, dark, light, warm, cool colors.Bring a large tube of Zinc White and Titanium White. If you 
are new to oil painting consider buying a starter set from Dick Blick.  Beyond a basic palette of 
colors, optional personal favorites include  Sennelier Chinese Orange, Williamsburg Alizarin 
Orange, Indian Yellow, Asphlatum, Manganese Blue Hue, Gamblin off white,  and Naples Yellow, 
a few quinacridone colors. There is no right or wrong...just bring a variety and colors that speak to 
you. 

OPTIONAL: 

FOR TEXTURING: 

To make textures in the oil/wax surface, bring along various implements and objects to create textures, 
such as combs, wooden BBQ skewers for drawing into the wax, string, netting, mesh, bubble wrap, 
textured wallpaper samples, anything you can think of that would make an interesting texture. ( hardware 
stores offer limitless possibilities) 

R and H oil sticks in a few favorite colors 

4 gessoboard panels( 12x12) 

If you have any questions, please contact Lisa  at  lisa.beth.mann@gmail.com…….And... come with a 
sense of humour and playfulness! I am looking forward to creating together! 



 
 


